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ABSTRACT 

Patient Profiles(PP) is a report displaying all information of each subject. A clear and concise PP output 
can help medical monitors and safety team to have a quick glance on clinical data of each subject. However, 
it is very time consuming and tedious to produce patient profiles by reporting each EDC dataset. Therefore, 
it is worthy to explore a new method for creating patient profiles automatically. 

Architect Loader Specification (ALS) file, which can be exported from RAVE EDC system, describes the 
database design and contains all metadata information of EDC datasets. This paper will take PP auto-
creation as an example to give an attempt and practice on SAS program automated creation based on 
metadata by using SAS version 9.4 . 

INTRODUCTION 

PP program mainly contains two aspects about processing raw data and generating PDF file. PDF 
generation is stable and can refer to a fixed code, however, raw data value transformation process is 
irregular and changeable as it should follow the actual raw data. Traditional method for value transformation 
process is to draft form by form manually, which is complicated and time consuming. This paper proposes 
a method to automatically create PP program code, mainly focus on replacing the tedious and repetitive 
value transformation process by capturing information from ALS file. 

MAIN IDEA 

By capturing the metadata information of each field and form from ALS file, the product generates a series 
piece of code for variable value transformation, and then splices them into an integrated PP program. The 
product is consisted of 2 parts. 

Part 1 

The first part contains a program introduction and some macros which will be used in the generated PP 
code. The macros prepared here include:   

• A macro to find the latest raw data for compare from previous data. 

• A macro to compare current data with the latest raw data and derive a flag representing new,  

update or no change. 

• A macro to transform date from date11. format into is8601da. format. 

• A macro to create title and footnote. 

• A macro to count observations for dataset. 

• A macro to the table content in report. 

• A macro to calculate first dose date and last dose date. 

• A macro to generate PDF file. 

Part 2 

The second part involves to value transformation of each form. 

Step 1. Import ‘Forms’ sheet and ‘Fields’ sheet to get ‘DraftFormActive’ information and ‘DraftFieldActive’ 
information. Select active forms and fields in EDC system.  
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Step 2. Import ‘MatrixX#MASTERDASHBOARD’ sheet and judge whether should form display 
‘InstanceName’ information in final PP report according to the times of forms appears in folders. Specially, 
‘InstanceName’ is necessary for ‘Unschduled Visit’ and ‘Survival follow-up’ forms by default. 

Step 3. Scan EDC database and capture raw fields and unit information of each field. Then generate a 
piece of code for target PP code. 

 Figure 1. Marked below is the process code generated by step 3 for the final PP code. 

 

 

Step 4. Import ‘DataDictionaryEntries’ sheet and identify the other information as long as ‘CodedData’ of 
‘DataDictionaryName’ containing ‘other’. Then generate a piece of code to combine field with other 
information in final PP code. 

 Figure 2. Marked below is the process code generated by step 4 for the final PP code. 
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Step 5. Import ‘Fields’ sheet and identify integrated field whose ‘PreText’ value contains ‘check all that 
apply’ and followed by some fields with ‘ControlType’ value equal to CheckBox. And generate a piece of 
code to integrate fields which could be concatenated into one field to show the highly integrated informatio. 

 Figure 3. Marked below is the process code generated by step 5 for the final PP code. 

 

 

Step 6.  For other fields with ‘ControlType’ is CheckBox, the product also generates a piece of code to 
translate ‘1/0’ into ‘Yes/No’. 

 Figure 4. Marked below is the process code generated by step 6 for the final PP code. 
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Step 7. Import ‘CoderConfiguration’ sheet to select those fields with coding information. And then,   generate 
a piece of code to combine raw data with coding information. 

 Figure 5. Marked below is the process code generated by step 7 for the final PP code. 

 

 

Step 8. Generate a piece of code to re-assigns label for each field.  

 Figure 6. Marked below is the process code generated by step 8 for the final PP code. 
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Step 9. Captures the first time-variable within forms in Fields sheet as the ordering variable, and if there is 
no time-variable, InstanceName instead. All the time-variables will be outputted to an excel file for manual 
check. Then, the product will generate a piece of code for sorting.  

 Figure 7. Marked below is the process code generated by step 9 for the final PP code. 

 

 

Step 10. Split a form into parts as some forms contain too many fields to display in one page. 

  Figure 8. Marked below is the process code generated by step 10 for the final PP code. 
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Step 11. Add a comparison function between current data with latest data and generate a flag according to 
comparison results. And there is also a macro variable to control whether need to execute comparison 
function. 

 Figure 9. Marked below is the process code generated by step 11 for the final PP code. 
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This part will generate a completed Data procedure for each form eventually.   

Finally, the product splices these codes from part 1 and part 2 and generates a Rich Text Format (RTF) 
file. You just need copy the content to a new SAS program and you will get the final PP program with little 
modification. 

CONCLUSION  

In this work, we have proposed a method that generates the PP program efficiently. With loading the latest 
ALS file, this method is applicable for any studies and for any updates. 
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